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Abstract 
Technology now influences every aspect of daily life. Education is no exception. 
This is particularly true for Eastern Illinois University. With the increase of CMC 
technology on campus, it is important to know how professors feel about it and identify 
why some professors are not using it. 
The specific purpose of this research was to focus on why CMC is beneficial in 
the classroom. This study discusses the kinds of technology available on campus and 
discovers the reasons why professors are reluctant to use CMC technology on campus. 
This study identified a significant level of technology and assistance available on 
campus. However, a majority of the faculty was dissatisfied and reluctant to use the 
technology because they perceive a lack of equipment and knowledge of how to use the 
equipment. 
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CMC Technology in the Classroom: A Look From a Professors Point of View 
Introduction 
With all the technological advances in the last century, it's impossible not to 
imagine almost every facet of life involving some sort of technology. One of the most 
important facets of life that have been affected by technological advancements is the use 
of the computer in the classroom. CMC is defined as any type of organized interaction 
between people utilizing computers or the computer network as a medium of 
communication (Romiszowski & Hass, 1997). Computer-mediated communication 
(CMC) also includes the study of technology use in the classroom. 
Society also plays a large role in determining the importance and utilization of 
technology. This relationship between technology and society can be seen by examining 
the Socia] Construction of Technology Theory. The theory states that the social systems 
that people belong to not only influence their attitudes towards technology but also 
technology use (Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Fulk, Schimtz, & Steinfield, 1990; Poole 
& DeSanctis, 1990; Rice & Aydin, 1991; Rice, Grant, Schmitz, & Torobin, 1990; 
Schmitz & Fulk, 1991 ). 
The Socia) Construction theory has important implications for computer use in the 
classroom. If the university community does not engage in positive discussions that foster 
a positive attitude toward technology, then no matter how accessible technology is, it will 
not be used to its full potential. 
As with any new product, there will always be individuals who fear or turn away 
from using it for a number of different reasons. This anxiety, when combined with 
negative attitudes, can potentially influence use. Computer anxiety, according to Howard, 
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Murphy, and Thomas, is defined as, "the fear of impending interaction with a computer 
that is disproportionate to the actual threat presented by the computer" (1986). Teachers 
and students are ultimately the victims when it comes to computer anxiety because, in the 
long run, it "will prevent them from reaping the pedagogical, social, and economic 
benefits of computer technology" (Worthington & Zhao, 200 I). 
This study will focus on the professors on Eastern Illinois University's campus. 
The goal of this study is to discover how the faculty feels about CMC technology on 
campus and identify the reasons why professors may not use CMC technology. To begin 
this process, it is important to establish why CMC is beneficial in the classroom, what 
CMC technology is currently available on campus and discover, through research on 
computer anxiety, what are some of reasons why professors may be reluctant to use CMC 
technology. 
Benefits of CMC 
In order to understand why CMC is important and why it should be implemented 
into the classroom, it is important to know the benefits identified through previous 
research. For example, Joel Hartman (2000), in a survey of teachers who taught using 
CMC technology at the University of Central Florida, uncovered seven reasons to use 
CMC. 
The first reason cited by Hartman (2000) was the enhanced quality of student 
teacher interaction. In a technology delivered course, students are able to interact with 
each other on a 2417 basis. There is no need to wait until class or instructor office hours, 
or to spend time finding someone who could answer a question. All that is required is to 
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log on to the course listserv or discussion group and post a message. An answer soon 
returns. 
The second advantage to CMC delivery is a more flexible teaching and learning 
environment (Hartman, 2000). Students tend to learn at their own pace and in their own 
time. CMC provides the environment that is the most conductive to most learning styles. 
Thus, two students who may be a day or night persons can be both get maximum benefit 
from the class since its delivery mode is not locked into a single time frame (McComb, 
1994). 
The continuously changing CMC environment is the third advantage identified by 
(Hartman, 2000). Technology changes at a rapid pace, however technology change is not 
the only factor that changes. The skill level of the uses continuously improves. Several 
years ago, it would be possible to teach a technology-oriented class in which the majority 
of students never use email. Today, the non-email user is the exception. 
The fourth and fifth advantages are linked together. The teacher and student 
fundamentally change the roles in the education process (Hartman, 2000). In the 
traditional classroom, the teacher took primarily responsibility for both developing and 
presenting materials. The student was a receptor of infonnation rather than a generator. In 
a mediated environment, the role of the teacher is to help the student learn the process of 
knowledge creation and discovery of information. The student must actually find, 
organize, and present information. 
Closely related to four and five is the sixth advantage, courses are expanded and 
far more reaching because of the increased resources available to the students (Hartman, 
2000). In the 13tb century, it was possible to read all of the books in print. Knowledge 
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was finite. Today, what it means to be a "learned" person has changed. It is no longer ass 
important what you specifically know as it s your ability to access information. The CMC 
classroom effects this change. The Internet provides students to a much broader world 
than just the physical library. 
Classroom time can be managed much more effectively with a CMC focus. In the 
traditional classroom, learning occurs at the pace of the class (Hartmann, 2000, Hacker & 
Wignal, 1997). Often this pace is that of the lowest common denominator. 
Technology on Campus 
In order to begin to address the issue of technology use on EIU' s campus, it is 
important to first examine the availability of technology. If a faculty member does not 
have the technology easily accessible, it is unlikely that it will be incorporated into the 
class. 
Technology at EIU varies by building and department. Almost every classroom 
has a basic package that includes a wall screen, an overhead projector, and a chalkboard 
according to John Looby, Chief Instructional Media System Engineer of Media Services 
(personal communication, April 25, 2001). In addition, there are also 45 multimedia 
classrooms and eleven computer labs that contain more advanced equipment. Appendix 
A outlines the classroom equipment permanently available to faculty. 
Instructional media services also have a broad range of equipment available for 
the classroom use that can be requested for a particular time and date. Appendix B 
outlines the equipment available through this service. Although not a preferred approach, 
this method does allow for sharing of more expensive or less frequently used equipment. 
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A quick review of appendix A will show that the School of Business is the best-
equipped unit on campus. Second to the school of Business is Speech Communication. 
The school of Technology is third in the university as it relates to technology availability. 
Support for Technology 
Availability of hardware is only one aspect of successful technology use. The 
other critical components are training and support. There are a variety of training 
opportunities and resources on campus that are available for faculty use. 
The first service is called the Information Technology Service (ITS). Tim Lewis, 
a network engineer at ITS, was interviewed for the information on ITS (personal 
communication, April, 20001 ). ITS is the administrative unit at the University whose 
primary function is support. ITS also provides network maintenance, technology setup 
and support, and also are a help desk for those who can in with problems. The chart 
provided (see Appendix C) shows ITS at the bottom of the model because they are the 
foundation of support for the rest of the technology on campus. 
Media Services, a branch of Library Services, is the second service provided for 
professors. John Looby, Chief Instructional Media Systems Engineer, was interviewed 
for the information on Media Services (personal communication, April 25, 2001). Media 
Services main function is to support professors with programs and CMC technology in 
the classroom. According to Looby, Media Services extend beyond supplying technology 
resources for professors (2001 ). Media Services provides a number of different 
workshops throughout the course of the year. The workshops cover basic Microsoft 
computer programs and Internet applications. There are advanced workshops that are 
provided for those professors who want to learn more about the newest additions to the 
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software programs. Training workshops are also available in WebCT for those professors 
who wish to bring the many capabilities of the Internet to their classes. What really 
makes Media Services unique is they are very flexible with the professors needs. The 
highly trained staff is available if the technology is not functioning and they also have 
tutoring hours for those professors who need individual training. 
A third service is the Business Technology Institute (BTI). Marilyn Deuiter is the 
supervisor ofBTI and she was interviewed for this information (personal communication, 
May 22, 2001). BTI is an outreach of the School of Business that provides learning 
seminars and consultation with technology issues to the surrounding community and 
faculty on campus. Unlike the other services on campus, BTI requires fee for their 
services and also offers their services to people off campus. 
New Campus Initiatives 
New programs were initiated for the university in order for the campus to remain 
current with the new technology. The programs are the Technology Enhanced and 
Delivered Education (TEDE) and Academic Technology Advising Committee (ATAC). 
The TEDE program, headed by a Steering committee, is a project that was set 
aside to develop grants for online courses on campus. The Steering committee, made up 
of administrators and professors on campus, was set up to implement technology into 
classes to improve education on campus. 
The A TAC program, according to their bylaws, provides a university wide forum 
for discussion of technology issues and the development of recommendations for 
strategic direction concerning the use of academic communication, computation, 
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information, and instructional technologies. The Advisory committee that heads up the 
program consists of representatives from each department and service on campus. 
With all the technology services, training, and services it is hard to imagine why 
professors are reluctant to use any of the technology on campus. To understand why there 
is an absence of technology use it is important to understand the effects of computer 
anxiety from a professor's point of view. 
Reluctant use 
Availability of technology is only one of two factors important to faculty use. 
There has been significant interest in the role that anxiety plays in the use of technology. 
These studies have examined issues like teaching field, gender, and age (Yang, 
Mohamed, & Beyerbach, 1999). Other studies have looked at the relationship of 
computer experience with computer anxiety (Anderson, 1996; Ayersman, 1996; Cooper 
& Stone, 1996; D' Amico, Baron, & Sissons, J 995; Fitzgerald, Hardin, & Hollingsead, 
1997; Harris & Grandgenett, 1996; Mcinerney, Mcinerney, & March, 1997; Whitley, 
1996). Research has shown that computer anxiety amongst educators "has been 
considered a stumbling block to integrating computers into education programs" (Gunter, 
Gunter, & Wiens, 1998; Reznich, 1996; Yang, 1996). In a national survey of professors, 
which appeared in Black Issues in Higher Education, two out of three professors said that 
they were stressed out with trying to keep up with the latest emerging computer 
technology trends, which surpassed the traditional troubles of teachjng loads and 
publishing pressure (McQueen, 1999). Since there are a significant number of professors 
who admit to having computer anxiety, it is important to know the characteristics of that 
anxiety. 
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Maurer and Simonson (1984) listed four characteristics of computer anxiety: 
avoidance, excessive caution, taking shortcuts, and negative attitude. Adoption of any of 
theses behaviors results in a faculty member who is likely to be a late adopter or an 
avoider of technology. 
The first example was, "Avoidance of computers and general areas where 
computers are present" (1984). Professors avoided classrooms with technology and felt 
comfortable in classrooms with no technology. 
The second example was, "Excessive caution when using a computer" (1984). 
Professors were reluctant to touch any other buttons keyboards except the letter keys in 
fear that the machine would malfimction or break. 
The third example was, "Negative remarks about computers" (1984). Professors 
used negative remarks about and towards the computers. Some extreme cases involved 
the professor using derogatory comments and cuss words. 
The fourth and final example was, "Attempts to cut short necessary use of 
computers" ( 1984 ). Professors would switch classrooms and assignments that involved 
the use of computers. 
The result of these anxious behaviors, a faculty member may develop negative 
feeling toward technology. Negative remarks or feelings that are associated with 
computer anxiety, according to Fajou, that occur are "anxiety, frustration, and irritation, 
all of which lead to panic. People also often feel fear of embarrassment and of failure and 
of disappointment"(http://computed.coe.waync.edu/vol l/fajo.htmJ). Knowing what the 
characteristics are and what to be aware of, it is important to know how to approach 
dealing with computer anxiety professors. 
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Realizing that computer anxiety inhibits the use of CMC in the classroom, it is 
"crucial to know that teachers have the appropriate technology training during their 
preservice education, if they are to meet their students' needs for the next 
century"(Yildirim, 2000). A large body of literature supports the idea that the biggest 
obstacle to teachers using technology in their classrooms is the lack of adequate teacher 
training (Beaver, 1992; Brooks & Kopp, 1990; Ingram, 1992; Vagle & College, 1995; 
Yaghi, 1997; Yildirim & Kiraz, 1999). When the training and services are provided, why 
are professors stlll reluctant to use them? 
Knowing what type of technology is available and what the causes and 
characteristics are of computer anxiety towards CMC technology, it will be easier to 
discover how the faculty feels about technology on campus. The previously mentioned 
research, which supports the effects of computer anxiety on the professor and the 
classroom, will aid in identifying the research question at hand. What are the reasons why 
certain professors are not using CMC technology on campus? 
Methodology 
The goal ofthis research will be to discover why the faculty ofEIU are or are not 
using technology in the classroom, develop an understanding of what technology is, and 
determine what technology is most prominent on campus. The answers to these questions 
will assist administrators in developing more effective training programs by identifying 
professors who need exposure to CMC technology training and reducing the resistance to 
CMC usage. This section will examine how to address the research questions above. 
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Design 
111 professors on campus were surveyed during the Spring semester of 2001 . 
Each of the professors received a bard copy survey containing 66 questions (see 
Appendix D). Eight questions dealt with age, gender, department, characterization of 
technology on campus, and characterization of classroom technology. Three opened-
ended questions explored a faculty member's attitude toward technology use. 
The second set of open-ended questions focused on a faculty member' s 
understanding of the university's definitions of technology use in the classroom. The 
university defines three levels as Technology Awareness, Technology Enhanced, and 
Technology Developed. 
These terms are part of the Technology Enhanced and Delivered Education 
(TEDE) program that the university is in the process of implementing to its faculty. 
According to Dr. Augustine, chair of the TEDE committee (personal communication, 
April 30, 2001) the definitions for the terms are: 
Technology Awareness - Instruction that enhances a course by providing one-way 
electronic interaction from the instructor to the students. For example, the course 
descriptions, syllabus information, reading assignments and course notes may be posted 
on a web page. No two-way electronic interaction between students and faculty is 
provided. 
Technology Enhanced - Instruction that includes opportunities for electronic interaction 
between the instructor and students. Examples include submission and return of 
assignments by email and electronic discussion groups among students and faculty. The 
primary mode of instruction is face to face. 
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Technology Delivered - Instruction that is designed and offered via electronic means, 
either asynchronous or synchronous, as the predominant or exclusive form of content 
delivery and instructor-student interaction. 
The third set of questions focus on technology use, asking the professors to fill 
out the number of times they use each technology during a semester. The remaining 55 
questions came from the Computer Attitude Scale of (Gressard and Loyd, 1986), the 
Computer Competence Survey (Steven, 1982), and the Attitudes Towards Computers 
(Reece and Grable, 1982). Gressard and Loyd's scale contains a set offoursubscales that 
target computer anxiety, confidence, liking, and usefulness. 
In Janice Woodrow's (1991) research on the comparison of the computer attitude 
scales showed that all of the scales are reliable enough that they, "could reasonably be 
interpreted to measure a general attitude toward computers and their measurements of 
attitudes. Overall, the validity and reliability were high which indicates that each scale 
has a stable measurement of attitude." 
The professors had two choices on how to complete the survey. It could be 
completed and mailed back to the researcher or it could be completed electronically. The 
number of professors who turned in the survey by campus mail versus online submission 
can be found on Table 1. 
Table 1 
Online versus Campus Return 
Online Campus mail 
15 96 
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Although not statistically relevant, it is interesting to note that almost 86% did not choose 
the electronic format. 
Sampling Procedure 
Out of 611 professors surveyed, 111 responded (18%) of the professors on 
campus. The total frequency and sample percent represent the universities demographic 
figures for gender. There is no university record of age amongst faculty. The rest of the 
descriptive findings for questions concerning age and gender, can be found in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Demographics and Deuartment 
Variable Samule Freguency Sam12le Percent Total Freguency 
Age 
Under 25 1 1.0 NA 
25-35 25 22.5 NA 
35-45 22 19.8 NA 
45-55 37 33.3 NA 
55 + 26 23.4 NA 
Gender 
Male 62 55.8 381 
Female 49 44.1 283 
Results from Table 2 indicated that the majority of the respondents (n=37) were 
between 45 to 55 years of age, and twenty-three percent (n=26) were over 55 years old. 
Fifty-six percent (n=62) of the professors were male. Forty-four percent (n=49) of the 
professors were female. 
Out of the 111 professors who returned the survey, only 79 (71%) filled out what 
department they were from. This information can be viewed on Table3. 
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Table 3 
Denartrnent Demograghics 
Co llege/Denartment Building Frequency Percent 
Arts & Humanities 
Art Fine Arts 1 1.0 
English Coleman 7 6.3 
Foreign Languages Coleman 10 9.0 
History Coleman 4 3.6 
Speech Communication Coleman 6 5.4 
Music Fine Art 3 2.7 
Journalism Buzzard 4 3.6 
Education & Professional Studies 
EC/ELE/ML ED. Buzzard 3 2.7 
Counseling Buzzard 2 1.8 
Physical Education Lantz 7 6.3 
Secondary Education Buzzard 3 2.7 
Business & tillglied Sciences 
Business Lumpkin 10 9.0 
Military Science Klehm 2 1.8 
Sciences 
Biology Life Science 6 5.4 
Chemistry Physical Science 1 1.0 
Geology/Geography Physical Science 2 1.8 
Political Science Coleman Hall 6 5.4 
Psychology Physical Science 2 1.8 
Math Old Main 3 2.7 
No Degartrnent 32 28.8 
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The results from Table 3 showed that the majority, twenty-eight percent (n=32), 
of the respondents chose not to identify what department they were in and professors 
from the Foreign Language department and Business school responded the most with 
nine percent (n=lO). 
Results 
A frequency analysis was used for the results from the explanations, suggestions, 
and why they do not use classroom technology open-ended questions were tabulated 
according to the frequency of word using CA TP AC. The program analyzes frequently 
occurring words, patterns, and themes within the data collected. The top four-theme 
clusters are represented from each set of questions. 
The first open-ended question asked the respondents what their reasons were for 
choosing the answers provided from the characterization question that preceded it. Table 
4 reveals the most frequently used themes that appeared after the CA TPAC tabulation. 
The first issue focused on courses online. The faculty that embraced technology in 
the classroom wanted to know more and work with online classes. Some of these faculty 
members stated, "I could reach a broader audience if I had my class online." Other 
faculty members wanted, "More funding for online classes." 
The second issue focused on tech (technology) updates. Members of the faculty 
believed that technology needed to be updated in order for the university to remain 
current with technology. Other faculty members believed that there needed to be updating 
on technology, which is the third issue, in the classroom. 
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The technology that is needed for the classroom and which is the fourth issue is 
the computer. Faculty members felt that with a computer in the classroom, more 
knowledge could be shared amongst the students and the faculty. 
Table 4 
Explanations 
Courses Online 
Tech Updated 
Tech Available 
Classroom computer 
I I 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Number of times cluster appeared 
The second question asked respondents what improvements they would suggest 
for the technology on campus. Table 5 reveals the clusters that appeared after CA TP AC 
tabulation. The first issue was updating technology. Faculty members suggested that 
updating technology would improve faculty' s opinions on technology on campus. Some 
faculty members believed that with updated technology, they would be able to teach the 
students the latest trends in technology, which would make them more marketable. 
The second issue was computer money. With more computer money, faculty felt 
that students and faculty on campus could make more technology available. Other faculty 
believed that more computer money would allow more computes in the classroom, which 
is issue number four. More computers in the classroom, according to the faculty, would 
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help improve technology because, "students and faculty members wilJ be able to utilize 
the technology that is available on the computers." 
The third issue is tech (technology) training. A majority of the faculty members 
agreed that with more tech training there would be less teachers not using technology. 
Also, faculty members who were trained would be able to use technology more often, 
which would not only benefit them but also the students. 
Table 5 
Suggestions 
Update T echology 
Computer Money 
Tech Training 
Computer rooms 
available 
0 20 40 60 
Number of times cluster appeared 
80 100 120 
The final opened question asked the respondents why they do not use technology. 
Table 6 reveals the clusters that were revealed by CA TP AC tabulation. The first issue 
was equipment availability. Faculty expressed that they were reluctant to use technology 
because there was lack of equipment available. According to some of the faculty 
members, "I would use more technology if it was available." Many of the faculty 
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complained that there department did not have any tech available, issue number two. 
Faculty complained that the tech that was available was either outdated or not available. 
The third issue was that some of the faculty members just didn' t know. The 
faculty members that felt this way did not give reasons why, they just didn't know why 
they use technology. Some faculty members did say that the technology that was 
available was not necessary for their curriculum or teaching styles. 
Table 6 
Reluctant use of technology 
Equipment Avilable 
Tech Available 
Don't Know 
Tech Training 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Number of times cluster appeared 
The second set of questions focused on a faculty members knowledge of the 
University's definitions of technology use in the classroom. The faculty member' s 
responses were calculated as to how close the individual definition matched the 
University's. The results, using frequency analysis, for the open-ended questions for 
defining Technology Awareness, Technology Enhanced, and Technology Developed can 
be seen on Table 7. 
Table 7 
Technology Definitions 
Variable 
TA 
TE 
TD 
#correct Partially correct 
15 26 
18 34 
23 20 
#wrong 
19 
8 
17 
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%correct 
25% 
3% 
38% 
The results from the technology definition questions show that for the most part, 
professors do not have a grasp of what these courses stand for. The fact that the 
professors know very little about the technology involved with these types of classes 
could prove to be a problem, because eventually the university will start a program for 
the faculty to assist them with technology on campus. The new program will be called the 
Center for Academic Technical Support (CATS). The program will specialize in 
improving technology on campus and it will move the university into the future of 
educational technology. 
The third set of questions asks faculty to identify their use of technology in the 
classroom. The results of these questions can be found on Table 8. 
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Table 8 
Technology us~ During Semester 
Variable High Low Median Mode Mean 
Audio 100 0 50 1 9 
Camcorder 41 0 20.5 1 6 
Overhead 200 0 100 100 43 
CD 200 0 100 1 15 
VCR 30 0 15 5 6 
DVD 20 0 10 0 5 
Chat 120 0 60 3 15 
Bulletin Bd. 128 0 64 * 17 
Web page 200 0 100 5 32 
WedCT 120 0 60 * 38 
Online DB 120 0 64 10 15 
Power Point 200 1 101 5 34 
Streaming vd. 100 0 50 0 18 
Online notes 120 0 60 15 25 
Computers 200 3 102 200 67 
LCD Panel 200 0 100 * 24 
LCDProj. 200 0 100 5 27 
35mm Proj. 100 0 50 2 16 
* = Multiple modes 
The high and low ranges represented the frequency of use. Depending on the broadness 
between the high and low represents the frequency of use. The computer and LCD 
projector are represented as being used most frequently. 
Computer question results 
In the series of computer aptitude scale questions, there were only two significant 
results. The results compiled from the series of computer liking question showed that the 
professors who have a lower liking towards computers were less likely to use web pages 
(f = (1 ,38) = 4.80, p = .035). 
The results compiled from the series of computer competence question showed 
that the professors who have confident computer competence are more likely to use 
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overheads. Potentially, this is due to the fact that the production of overheads involves 
computer use (f (1,68) = 5.52, p =0.35). 
Discussion 
The result of the data collected shows that E1U has a substantial portion of its 
faculty that does not use technology. The research showed that the faculty 's attitudes 
toward technology were poor because of a perceived lack of computers in the classroom, 
a lack of availability of technology, such as computers and multimedia classrooms, 
available, and the need for technology training. 
Technology Use 
The most frequently used technology equipment on campus are the computer and 
the overhead projector. All classrooms have overhead projectors and forty-five 
classrooms have computers. The departments that most frequently use the technology are 
Music, Biology, Secondary Education, Business, Elementary Education, and Psychology 
in that order. 
A more refined approach to technology use is to devise use into low and high 
technology applications. In appendix E, the types of equipment were broken down to two 
categories, low and high technology. Low technology represents the type of technology 
that is non-computer base. The equipment categories that are considered low technology 
are the audiotape, camcorder, overhead, and 35 mm slides. The overhead was the most 
frequently used piece of low technology equipment. 
The ranking of departments from the highest to the lowest that use low 
technology are Biology, Music, Foreign Language, EC/ELE/ML ED., Math, and 
Business. The equipment categories that are considered high tech are everything else 
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remaining on the chart. The computer was the most frequently used pieces of high 
technology. The ranking of departments from the highest to the least that use high 
technology the most are Music, Secondary educatio~ Business, Biology, Counseling, and 
EC/ELE/ML ED. Web pages was the most frequently used high technology piece of 
equipment. 
What was interesting to note from the research was to compare the technology use 
versus the technology availability by department. Appendix D compares the six 
departments that used the most technology and compared their use with the availability of 
multimedia classrooms (see appendix A). From highest to lowest, the departments that 
use technology the most are Music, Biology, Secondary Education, Business, Elementary 
Educatio~ and Psychology. The Music Department, which uses the most technology, had 
the least number of technology and multimedia classrooms. 
Music used web pages most frequently. While web pages are the most frequently 
used, the online notes and bulletin boards are also frequently used which shows that the 
faculty members in the music department utilize computer based web technology for 
teaching. 
The Biology department, which ranks second in technology use, also has the least 
technology and only one multimedia classroom. The most frequently used piece of 
technology is the overhead and the 35mm slides, which both happen to be in the low 
technology category. As mentioned earlier, the biology department was ranked first in the 
low technology category. 
The Secondary education department, which ranked third in technology use, had 
no multimedia classrooms. The most frequently used pieces of equipment are computers, 
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web pages, and LCD panels. The Secondary education department faculty does use 
bulletin boards but not online notes, which means they are only utilizing a small portion 
of computer based web technology for teaching. 
The Business department, which ranked fourth in technology use, had the most 
technology and ten multimedia classrooms. Computers, power point, and the LCD 
projector were the most frequently used. This shows that the Business department utilizes 
the most technological advanced visual aids on campus. 
The elementary education department, which came in fifth, had no multimedia 
classrooms. However, they did utilize the overhead, computer, and both the LCD panel 
and projector. This shows that the faculty members have a diverse mixture of both low 
and high tech equipment usage. 
The final department, psychology, had one multimedia classroom. They did 
extensively use the overhead, computer, and 35mm slides. These findings show that the 
faculty do use a variety of the technology that is available. 
When you look at the department faculty use of technology versus the 
availability, you will find that there is more technology available do to the lack of use. If 
more faculty did know how to use the technology then there would be more use of the 
technology that is available. 
Technology Training 
For the technology to truly be implemented in the classroom there must be more 
technology training. Although there is a substantial amount of training available on 
campus faculty still feel that they have inadequate training. It is difficult to imagine what 
or why professors would not take advantage of the services that are provided to them. 
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The results of the open ended questions do prove some insight. Faculty do want to 
receive technology training. 
Attitudes Toward Technology 
If we accept the fact that attitudes shape perceptions of technology then the lack 
of use and negative attitudes of can be destructive. If the university community does not 
engage in positive discussions that foster a positive attitude toward technology, then no 
matter how accessible technology is, it will not be used to its full potential. 
In order to avoid the lack of technology use, the university should either gear the 
technology training classes towards the specific anxieties of the faculty members so they 
are more accommodating. The university could also make the classes a requirement so 
that all faculties will be exposed to the technology that is available. The university should 
continue to distribute publicity on technology availability. Finally, the university must set 
aside more funds for technology on campus to make it more available and to satisfy the 
faculties needs. 
Changes 
The limitations to this study were obviously the lack of involvement from the 
professors. With more surveys returned, there could have been more substantial evidence 
as to what the problems were and how to solve them. This type of feedback would have 
been very valuable to the university. 
As with anything in life, time played a role in the limitations to this study. The 
surveys were passed out towards the end of the semester, which might have conflicted 
with the busy schedules of most professors. If the surveys would have been passed out 
toward the beginning of the semester, there might have been more surveys returned. 
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The survey itself was a limitation, due to the fact that it contained 66 questions. 
The 5 5 computer aptitude questions were somewhat repetitive in nature also which 
seemed to upset a very small amount of the professors who returned the survey. The 
survey could have been shorter and more specific which might have resulted in more 
surveys returned. 
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AppendixB 
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 
When you are entering data into the Fox.Pro 2.0 database, use one of the 
following nomenclatures in the Descript field of the equipment database. 
NOMENCLATURE: 
A-AMP 
A-CDP 
A-CTR 
A-EQ 
A-HP 
A-MIC 
A-MIX 
A-MSC 
A-PA 
A-RP 
A-RTR 
A-SPK 
ATAPE 
A-TT 
CABLE 
CART 
COMP 
C-PAN 
D-CAM 
DISS 
INST A 
MISC 
P-16M 
P-8M 
P-CRT 
P-CSP 
P-FS 
P-LCD 
P-MSC 
P-OH 
P-OP 
PROD 
P-ST 
P-TPS 
P-WS 
RADIO 
SYNC 
TOOL 
NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION 
= Audio Amplifiers 
= Audio Compact Disc Players 
=Audio Cassette Tape Recorders 
= Audio Equalizers 
= Stereo Headphones 
= Audio Microphones 
= Sound Mixing Boards 
= Audio Equipment NOT covered elsewhere on this list 
= Audio Public Address Systems 
= Audio Record Players (Speakers & Amplifier included) 
= Audio Reel-to-Reel Tape Recorders 
= Audio Speakers 
=Audio Cassette Tape Repair 
= Audio Record Player Turn Tables 
= Any Cable Repair 
= T.V.NCR Cart or any Cart 
= Any Computer Equipment 
= LCD Panels that go on overhead projectors 
= Digital Camera 
= Dissolve Units (Used with Slide Projectors) 
= Any Equipment Installation 
= Any NON Audio or Video Equipment NOT covered 
elsewhere on this list 
= l 6MM Movie Projectors 
= 8MM Movie Projectors 
=Projection Televisions 
= Carousel Slide Projectors 
= Filrnstrip Projectors 
=Projection LCD Television equipment (portable) 
= Projection Equipment NOT covered elsewhere on this list 
= Overhead Projectors 
= Opaque Projectors 
= Any Production Department Equipment 
= Caramate Slide Projectors (Has Screen built-in) 
= Tripod Movie Screens 
=Wall Movie Screens 
=Walkie-Talkies 
= Equipment that puts tones on cassette tapes (Advances 
film machines) 
= Any Tools that need repair 
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TVVCR 
V-3/4 
V-CAM 
V-LDP 
V-MON 
V-MSC 
VT APE 
V-TPD 
V-VHS 
VCAMC 
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= Television with VCR built into television 
=%"Tape Size VCR's 
= Video Cameras (Doesn't record images on tape) 
= Laser Disc Players 
= Video Monitors or Televisions 
= Video Equipment NOT covered elsewhere on this list 
=Video Cassette Tape Repair 
= Video Camera Tripods 
= Y2" Tape Size VCR's 
=Video Camcorders (Records images on tape) 
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AppendixC 
Administration Users Academic Users Student Users 
Desktop Support Applications Support& Instructional support 
Support Development 
Hardware& ISS 
Software User Services User&Media 
Services 
bi> rn s:: rn ,D bi> bi> 
-bi> § 0 0 s:: t) s:: ·- bi> ~ "E I E--·- s:: e:~ ~ -.... ·- bi> ..... en ·- s:: en •t; ~ ~ u s:: ~ rn !:: ·- 6 - § ~ "O e: ~ ... E ,D = - .g-o rn 0 8 (-:$ :::s rn 0 rn 0 ~ s:: = "Oh "1.l ~ rn ~ 0 ~ - ~ -< E-- t'IS < 11.. < Q) 11.. 11.. 11.. ~ 
Administrative Applications Academic Applications Student Applications 
Programming Programming Programming 
Administrative Systems R& D Systems Academic Systems Student Systems 
OS 390 Unix I Solaris NT Server Apple / Mac Linux 
System Administration User Services 
ITS 
Technical Support I Systems Administration I Network Engineering & Administration 
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AppendixD 
Strongly Agree 
SA 
Agree 
A 
Neutral 
N 
Disagree Strongly Disagree 
D SD 
I.Computers do not scare me at all. SA A N D SD 
2.I feel qualified to teach computer literacy. SA A N D SD 
3.Computers dehumanize by treating everyone as a number. SA A N D SD 
4.Learning about computers is boring to me. SA A N D SD 
5.I'm no good with computers. SA A N D SD 
6.I like working with computers. SA A N D SD 
7.Working with a computer would make me very nervous. SA A N D SD 
8.Teaching computer literacy is the responsibility of elementary SA A N D SD 
school teachers. 
9.A oerson today cannot escape the influence of computers. SA A N D SD 
10.Computers can be used to save lives. SA A N D SD 
11. Generally, I would feel OK about trying a new problem on the SA A N D SD 
computer. 
12. The challenge of solving problems with computers does not SA A N D SD 
appeal to me. 
13. I do not feel threatened when others talk about computers. SA A N D SD 
14.Teaching computers literacy is the responsibility of secondary SA A N D SD 
school teachers. 
15.Computers make mistakes at least 10% of the time. SA A N D SD 
16.Computers make life enjoyable. SA A N D SD 
17.I don't think I would do advanced work with computers. SA A N D SD 
18.The challenge of solving problems with computers does not SA A N D SD 
appeal to me. 
19. I feel agm-essive and hostile toward computers. SA A N D SD 
20.Teaching computer literacy is the responsibility of University SA A N D SD 
teachers. 
21. I enjoy computer work. SA A N D SD 
22.I am sure I could do work with computers. SA A N D SD 
23.I think working with computers is enjoyable and stimulating. SA A N D SD 
24.It wouldn' t bother me at all to take computer courses. SA A N D SD 
26.Computers will replace low-skill jobs and create jobs needing SA A N D SD 
specialized training. 
27 .Having computers in the classroom is fun for me. SA A N D SD 
28.I'm not the type to do well with computers. SA A N D SD 
29.Figuring out computer problems does not appeal to me. SA A N D so 
30.Use of computers in education almost always reduces the SA A N D SD 
personal treatment of students. 
31.I would feel at ease in a computer class. SA A N D SD 
32.I like learning on a computer. SA A N 0 so 
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33.I am sure that I could learn a computer language. SA A N D SD 
34. I don't understand how some people can spend so much time SA A N D SD 
working with computers and seem to enjoy it. 
35.Computers make me feel uncomfortable. SA A N D SD 
36. I feel at ease when I am around computers. SA A N D SD 
37.Computers will improve healthcare. SA A N D SD 
38.1 do not think I could handle a computer course. SA A N D SD 
39.0nce I start to work with the computer, I would find it hard to SA A N D SD 
stop. 
40.I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer. SA A N D SD 
41.I feel comfortable when a conversation turns to computers. SA A N D SD 
42.Computers will improve law enforcement. SA A N D SD 
43.I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to working with SA A N D SD 
computers. 
44.I will do as little work with computers as possible. SA A N D SD 
45.I would feel comfortable working with a computer. SA A N D SD 
46.I would like to receive further training in computers. SA A N D SD 
47.Computers will improve education. SA A N D SD 
48. Computers make me feel uneasv and confused. SA A N D SD 
49.Teacher training should include instructional applications of SA A N D SD 
computers. 
50.Computers are a tool much like a hammer or a lathe. SA A N D SD 
51.Computers could enhance remedial instruction SA A N D SD 
52. Computers will relieve teachers of routine duties. SA A N D SD 
53.Computers could take over parts of courses in my subject area. SA A N D SD 
54.Computers can be used successfully with courses which SA A N D SD 
demand creative activities. 
55.I have become familiar with computers through my previous SA A N D SD 
exoerience. 
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College I Department 
Arts & Humanities 
Art 
English 
Foreign Language 
History 
Speech Communication 
Music 
Journalism 
Education & Professional 
Studies 
EC/ELE/ML ED. 
Counseling 
Physical Education 
Secondary Education 
Business & Applied Sciences 
Business 
Miiitary Science 
Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Geology/Geography 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Math 
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Audio Camcorder overhead CD VCR DVD Chat Bulletin Web WebCT Online Power 
Tape 
0 
0.42 
9 
1.75 
0 
34.6 
0.25 
0.6 
5 
0.3 
0 
0 
0 
0.3 
0 
0 
0.4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.3 
0 
2 
3.3 
0 
1.5 
0 
1.6 
6.6 
0.5 
0 
0.6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 0 
1.1 0.85 
6 
5 0 
1.4 0.14 
0 
0 
5.1 0.7 0.4 42.5 
21.5 0 5.75 0 0.75 
0 0.5 16.5 0.1 
16.6 78 
6 .5 
48.3 
7.5 
4 
0 
0 
13.8 0.6 
15.3 0 
26 1.3 
5 5 
55 0.1 
30 3 
36 0.5 
14.6 0 
50 
48.3 
0 
0 
13.3 
3.3 3.3 0 
0 3 
9 
5 
3.5 
3.6 
1.2 
3 
3 
7.5 
2.6 
0 
0 0 
0 7.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 1.6 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
5 10 0 
0 3 0 
Board Pages 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4.5 
2 
0 1.75 
0 3 
23.3 103.3 
1.25 3.75 
0 
0 
2 
7.5 
12 0.6 
30 29.3 
0 
0 
11 
0 21 .6 
0 30 
0 0 
0 15.8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3.4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2.5 
0 
7.5 
0 
0 
1.5 
0 
1.6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
DB Point 
0 0 
0 0.14 
0 2.5 
0 0 
0.83 0.83 
3.3 1.6 
0 3.75 
0 4 
0 32.5 
0 2.1 
23.3 10 
0.3 30.9 
0 2.5 
0 6 .6 
0 0 
0 7.5 
0.8 0 
0 12.5 
0 0 
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Appendix E continued 
Cole~ I Qi::Qartment Digital Streaming Online Computers LCD LCD 35mm Average Low Tech Hi!ti Tech 
Video Video Notes Panel Projector Slides 
&!§ & Humanities 
Art 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19.00 1.52 17.-48 
English 0 0 3.4 6.8 0.85 0.85 0 23.85 1.52 22.33 
FOfeign Language 0 0 0 21 0 0.6 0.6 90.70 52.4 38.3 
History 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 37.50 29.25 8.25 
Speech Communication 0 0 0 12.1 0.3 0.3 0 49.76 18.5 31 .26 
Music 33.3 0 40 0 0 0 0 343.90 54.5 289.4 
Journalism 0 0 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 0 40.00 6.75 33.25 
Education §! EI2fesslonal ~die! 
ECIELEIML ED. 0 0 0 50.3 0.6 0.6 0 116.90 50.4 66.5 
Counseling 0 0 7.5 7.5 0 0 0 87.50 12.5 75 
Physical Education 0 0 0 11.6 1.3 2.1 0.3 49.80 16 33.8 
Secondary Education 12 0 0 35.3 12.3 1.6 0 179.30 21 .9 157.4 
Business §! ~~ §ciences 
Business 0 02 8.5 44.5 7.3 23.2 0 156.40 26.5 129.9 
Military Science 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14.50 5 9.5 
Sciences 
Biology 0 0 4 .1 24.1 20 20.8 20.6 180.00 76.5 103.5 
Chemistry 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 76.00 30 46 
Geology/Geography 0 0 7.5 7.5 0 9 0 75.50 36 39.5 
Political Science 0 0 0 13 0 0 0.2 47.40 15.2 32.2 
Psychology 0 0 0 12.5 0 0 15 105.00 65 40 
Mattl 0 0 0 23.3 3.3 0 0 77.90 48.3 29.6 
